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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
RAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Box 2:
Box 3:
Box 4:
Box 5:
Box 6:
The external user has already been invited to access the document. Therefore, the name of the
external user will be listed under Access Requests and Invitations in the Site Settings page of
the document library. We can select the user and modify the permissions to the document to
Read only. After modifying the permission, we need to resend the invitation.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A business group manager has a maximum 300 virtual machine (VM) allocation allotted to the
only reservation provided to its group. The business group manager must be notified within 24
hours of when the group's total count falls within 15 VMs of its limit.
How should the architect design vRealize Automation to monitor and alert the business group
manager when the group is at risk of exceeding its permitted allocation?
A. Within the appropriate reservation, enable Capacity Alerts, set the machine quota to 95%
and select the option to send alerts to the business group manager.
B. Within the business group, set the machine quota to 95% and enable business group

manager alerts.
C. Utilize the Event Broker to send a notification to the business group manager based on a t
rigger event of 285 or more VMs provisioned in the reservation.
D. Within the appropriate reservation, create a custom property to send an email to the
business group manager when the reservation exceeds 285 VMs.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two techniques improve the application experience in a Cisco SD-WAN design? (Choose
two.)
A. implementing AMP
B. utilizing quality of service
C. implementing a stateful application firewall
D. implementing Cisco Umbrella
E. utilizing forward error correction
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are some reports Cascade Profiler provides to benefit WAN management?
A. WAN Optimization of all TCP protocols with more specific optimization of over 50 TCP
Applications.
B. QOS shaping, User-based policies that will block not compliant traffic, WAN optimization
reporting.
C. WAN Optimization Benefits reports, Breakdown of business versus non-business application
reports, QOS reports by interface and/or application.
D. WAN reporting of TCP Protocols.
Answer: C
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